
ORIGINAL SOLID TEAK FURNITURE



OVERVIEW
 Padma lndoraya is a renowned teak furniture  manufacturer based in Jepara

and has Warehouse in Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia, Occupying 3000
m2 in Semarang and 5000 m2 in Jepara, we employ 16 female staff, 27 male

staff, and engage 270 daily workers

Established in  1999, with  a legacy spanning two decades, our commitment
to crafting high-quality teak furniture has earned us reputation for

excellence in the industry. Over the years, we have  diversified our product
range to include teak  garden furniture, bathroom articles, stools, and  

benches, meeting the evolving needs of our customers.



OUR EXPERTISE
At Padma lndoraya, we specialize in creating  exquisite
teak furniture that enhances the beauty
and functionality of outdoor spaces. Our skilled  art
isans and craf tsmen have honed their skills to  perfect
ion, ensuring that every piece we produce
reflects the timeless beauty of teak wood. We take  
pride in our ability to transform this natural  resource
into stunning, durable, and eco-friendly  furniture
pieces that resonate with our customers

In our production, we utilize premium teak and hold
legal timber legality assurance (SVLK) permits. We
prioritize the quality of our products, taking proactive
measures to anticipate any potential issues, such as
cracks, molds or bugs by ensuring a moisture content of
12-13% for the wood and we guarantee robust and
purposeful constructions. Moreover, we assign
individuals with a deep understanding of wood to our
Quality Assurance division.



PRODUCT RANGES



TEAK GARDEN
FURNITURE
Our teak garden furniture  collection includes an array
of  designs, from classic to  contemporary, catering to
various outdoor aesthet ics. 
Each  piece is crafted wit h precision to
wit hstand the rigors of out door,  use, offering comfort
and style.





BATHROOM
ARTICLES
We have expanded our product  line to include bathroom
articles  that exude elegance and funct ionality. 
Our teak bathroom  articles are designed to  
compiement modern and  traditional bathroom settings,  
combining aesthetics with durability.



BATHROOM
ARTICLES



Stools , Side Tables
and Benches
Our range of stools and benches  show cases the
versatility of teak  wood. Whet her for indoor or  out
door use, our stools and  benches are designed with  
comfort and aesthetics in mind,  adding charm to any
space.





WE ARE AT
EXHIBITION



PRODUCTION CAPACITY
 Padma lndoraya operates with a production  capacity of 24 containers per

month, allowing  us to efficiently meet the demands of our  clients
worldwide. Our state-of-the-art  manufacturing facilities, coupled with a  

dedicated workforce, enable us to consistently  deliver high-quality
products.



MACHINERIES



LEAD TIME PRODUCTION
We understand the importance of timely  deliveries. Our lead time for

production typically ranges from 60 to 90 days, depending
on the complexity and volume of the order. We strive to ensure that your

orders are completed promptly, without compromising on  craft smanship or
quality.



QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality is at the heart of everything we do. We  source only the finest teak

wood and materials,  adhering to strict quality control standards throughout
the manufacturing process. Our commitment to excellence is reflected in

every  piece of furniture that bears the Padma lndoraya name. Our Standard
Operational Procedure has been audited and passed the Social Compliance &

CTPAT audit by “Omega” – A third party auditor specialized on company &
product compliance



GLOBAL REACH
With two decades of experience, Padma lndoraya has  
est ablished a strong presence in the global market .  
We export our products to discerning clients and  
businesses across the world, bringing the beauty of  
Indo nesian teak to ho mes and est ablishments
worldwide.

At Padma lndoraya, we take pride in our heritage,  
craftsmanship, and commitment to sustainability. As  
we continue to evolve and expand our product  
offerings, we remain dedicated to creating teak  
furniture that stands the test of time, enriching the  
lives and spaces of our valued customer



OUR EXISTING CLIENTS



CONTACT US


